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ETFs have brought the concept of passive investing to the forefront and successfully 

attracted money away from the mutual fund ecosystem based on arguments of lower 

cost and manager inability to consistently outperform benchmarks.

 

Popularized arguments about the underperformance of active managers or 

active processes and the lower costs of passive ETFs are an oversimplified attempt to 

discredit active managers processes. Passive strategies have a number of 

shortcomings,  primarily the implicit acceptance of market risk.  

 

In the passive indexing world risk typically means the dollar allocation to each holding 

in an index.  The convention has been to weight the holdings according to the market 

capitalization of the individual holding. Large companies suggest a larger role in a 

portfolio. 

 

Over the last decade, innovation has taken the form of alternative weighting algorithms 

in passive indexes. Equal weight,  cash flow weight,  dividend weight,  inverse volatility 

weight.....

 

All these innovations have their advantages and are incremental improvements but 

have failed to address the larger question of market risk.  How should index mandates 

incorporate changing market conditions?

 

INTRODUCTION
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It is a non-controversial comment that 
most passive investing indexes, styles or 

themes address single stock risk but 
largely ignore market risk.

passive investing indexes, styles or themes address single stock risk but largely ignore market risk.
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The concept of active indexing as a complement to passive indexing is one solution to 

the shortcomings of passive management.

 

Active indexing typically incorporates the possibility that not all markets are mean 

fleeting, permanent bull markets.   Historically commodity markets including energy, FX, 

agricultural, interest rate and metals markets have been more volatile and not 

dominated by multi-year bull markets. For this reason, the toolbox of the commodity 

trader has been useful in defining the process of the active index.

 

Active indexing is similar to the passive indexing process in that there is a 

requirement for a defined investment universe and holding concentration rules. Active 

indexing diverges on how risk is contemplated and how individual positions in an index 

are sized. Typically the index logic needs to define the current environment as bullish, 

bearish or neutral in order to guide the mandate exposure and required leverage. 

During bullish periods long exposure is favored, during bearish periods short exposure 

is favored. Additionally, the realized volatility of the portfolio positions drives the 

portfolio composition.   A position that contributes $10 of volatility would have half the 

weight of a position that contributes $5 of volatility regardless of the "market cap".

 

ACTIVE INDEXING

How should long-only indexes react to bear markets?

 

Passive investing, ETFs and active investing are not mutually exclusive concepts.

 

Passive investing typically follows a systematic process of asset selection from a 

defined universe and periodic rebalancings to maintain a strategic weight between 

holdings.  Most passive investing styles seek to offer exposure to a diversified basket 

of assets, a diversified but concentrated exposure to a sector or sub-sector or in 

some cases concentrated directional single product exposures to single commodities 

or currencies.

 

It is a non-controversial comment that most passive investing indexes, styles or themes 

address single stock risk but largely ignore market risk.

 



In raging bull markets it is naive to expect 
that managers engaged in long and short 

trading to outperform a passive index.

In raging bull markets it is naive to expect that managers engaged in long and short trading to outperform a passive 

index. Likewise in bear markets, it is naive to expect passive index approaches to outperform strategies which can 

engage in short as well as long exposure.
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Hedge Funds typically sell themselves as an absolute return approach. They attempt to 

opportunistically exploit markets regardless of the market conditions. This story is 

largely true but it fails to address the fact that Hedge Funds typically employ trading 

strategies which are adapted to specific market conditions. If favorable market 

conditions do not materialize it is difficult to meet the absolute return goal.  These 

trading strategies can vary from systematic to discretionary but typically the goals 

include identification of asymmetric return opportunities, cutting losing investments, 

increase bet size only when a thesis is paying off or showing momentum and reduced 

bet size when a thesis is proving weak.

 

Currently, hedge funds have around $3 trillion dollars invested. Like most investment 

returns are cyclical. In raging bull markets it is naive to expect that managers engaged 

in long and short trading to outperform a passive index. Likewise in bear markets, it is 

naive to expect passive index approaches to outperform strategies which can engage 

in short as well as long exposure.

 

Despite this truism,  it is not unusual to see media reports of the demise of active 

management or the ineffectiveness of hedge fund strategies when in fact it is the 

predictable outcome of the strategies engaged and not some sudden dysfunction.

 

HEDGE FUNDS

The cyclical under-performance of active strategies relative to passive is an opportunity 

to address the main weakness of the active strategies,  learn some lessons from the 

growth in ETFs and the trend towards fee compression.

 



There have been attempts to capture the 
sources of Hedge Funds Returns through 

replication techniques.

Factor based replication, the most widely adopted technique suffers from an inability to innovate  new strategies and at 
best can deliver  a basket of other manager 's returns.
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Up to this point, there have been some efforts made to port a version of the active 

strategies employed by Hedge Funds into a more economical, transparent, and liquid 

package.   These techniques are known as Hedge Fund replication. The stated goal of 

this process is to access the source of returns that Hedge Fund managers use.  The 

longer-term implicit goal is to access Hedge Fund "Beta"  and insert it into a broader 

diversified portfolio along with the other domesticated asset classes.

 

MERGING ETFS AND 

HEDGE FUNDS

1) Factor replication: this is a type of high-level industrial espionage where the 

performance of the industry as a whole is reduced to a set of correlations to existing 

hedge fund indexes and other trade-able factors. A regression or supervised learning 

technique is used to deduce the holdings required to mimic the returns of some target 

basket of managers.

 

pros: can create a proxy for a basket of managers in a hedge fund index.

 

cons: there is no innovation possible in the fundamental process if the managers are 

discretionary and choose to hold cash in a bull market the replication will reflect that 

fact.  Is managers are systematic and the style community is out of phase the 

replication will not magically produce positive returns. Backward-looking.

 

2) Trading strategy indexes: Trading strategy indexes use investment styles similar to 

hedge funds but aim to generate returns in their own right as opposed to recreating the 

performance of the industry as a whole.

 

pros: finer control over the strategy implementation, investment universe, risk 

management, and implementation.

 

cons: requires domain expertise in trading, technology, finance, and compliance.  

Requires distribution channels to be capable of selling something other than past 

performance.  Channel partners must develop other skills since the hedge fund 

component will not emphasize manager skill and pedigree but rather a technological 

process.

 



Hedge fund style returns can be accessed 
through swarm intelligence more 

efficiently and cost effectively.

Swarm Intelligence takes lessons from Big Data and Machine learning paired with deep domain expertise to create 

Hedge Fund Alpha without the shortcomings of conventional Factor based replication. A Swarm is a collection of 
simulated  managers whose investment process can be systematized  and automated with the goal of  gaining insight 
from the crowd as a whole.
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Swarm Intelligence takes lessons from Big Data and Machine learning paired with deep 

domain expertise to create Hedge Fund Alpha without the shortcomings of 

conventional Factor based replication.

 

Swarm Intelligence is most closely related to the Trading Strategy Index approach to  

Hedge fund replication outline earlier.

 

Under the Swarm Intelligence approach, a defined trading strategy or alpha generation 

process is defined. A swarm is created. A selection criterion or fitness function is 

defined. A re-balance convention is defined.

 

Selection criteria or fitness can select for factors like Profit, Average profit per trade, 

Sharpe ratio, recovery factor or win rate per alpha member.  One criterion does not 

dominate under all circumstances so some testing is required to determine the in and 

out of sample efficiency of different selection or fitness functions.

 

SWARM 

INTELLIGENCE

The  Swarm Intelligence Index allocates risk between long alpha, short alpha, and 

passive exposure.  A fitness feedback is used to overweight or underweight the total 

portfolio risk target based on the realized performance of the Swarm Index Process. 

Positive outcomes favor the use of more risk capital while losing periods are allocated 

smaller risk until a favorable period reemerges.

 

The use of long an short dedicated alpha strategies to smooth out returns and hedge 

market risk. 

Flexible, adaptive, alpha universe.

A minor allocation to passive exposure.

Tactical use of leverage or risk targeting based on performance feedback.

Exposure concentrated on trade-able or favorable markets.

 



SINGLE PRODUCT SWARMS: BUILDING 
INTUITIVE UNDERSTANDING

A Swarm Intelligence Index is constructed by selecting a representative subgroup from the larger swarm based on a 

selection criteria and periodically re-balancing to ensure the Swarm Intelligence Index contains the most fit swarm 

members.
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Selection

Cross Validation

Re-balancing

Monitoring Swarm behavior
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The Swarm Intelligence Suite is composed of purpose-built, high conviction, Bullish 

and Bearish single exposure Indexes. The Bullish Indexes are classified as Bucephalus 

Indexes, the Bearish Indexes are classified as Ursus indexes.

 

Each Index combines long and short Swarm sourced alpha strategies on a single 

market, sector or commodity,  with an embedded directional bias or tilt expressed 

through a passive exposure to the respective market, sector or commodity.

 

Each index expresses conviction by increasing exposure to winning periods and 

reducing exposure to losing periods.

 

 

 

 

SWARM 

INTELLIGENCE 

ALPHA CREATION
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Figure 2: Swarm Intelligence Index Construction
Figure 1: Alpha Swarming
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This exposition will focus on exploring an alternative form of crowd sourcing where a 

specific trading style is defined and then a swarm of simulated managers following that 

discrete style is used to create a representative index of the "focus" style. This form of 

focused crowd-sourcing integrates the themes of indexation, management fee 

compression and artificial intelligence.

 

Defining the style and the Products

The following example will demonstrate the construction of a long, trend following 

swarm on the Euro FX futures and a Long Alpha Index derived from the swarm followed 

by the analogous short, trend following swarm and Short Alpha index.

 

There are a number of methods to rank and select simulated managers crowd sourced 

from the swarm. Contrary to common knowledge, selection based on a risk adjusted 

measure like Sharpe ratio does not dominate other more simple methods like net profit 

and loss. Typically there is room for both types of selection methods if a full portfolio is 

being developed.

 

 

 

 

SINGLE PRODUCT 

SWARM SOURCED 

ALPHA CASE STUDY

Crowd sourcing from the swarm : alternate selection methods

 

Long only 6E (Euro FX futures) using net profit to select members that represent the 

swarm,

 

Each line in figure 1 represent a different parameter-ization of the long only alpha 

style specified using a net profit selection criteria.

 

 

 

 

figure 1
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Figure 2  is an index derived from the figure 1  swarm using a momentum filter to 

exclude members that do not exhibit positive performance over the trailing 6 months. 

Each week the index is re-balanced to reflect the changes in the ranking of the swarm 

members based on the selection criteria. Swarm members are separated in offline and 

in line set.

SINGLE PRODUCT 

SWARM SOURCED 

ALPHA CASE STUDY

Figure 3 is  the long only 6E (Euro FX futures) alpha index using the Sharpe ratio as a 

selection and ranking criteria on the swarm members in figure 1 as opposed to net 

profit.

 

 

figure 3

figure 2
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On the opposite side of the directional bet is the short only swarm for the 6E ( Euro FX 

futures). A similar pattern emerges. 

There is a marked difference between the selection algorithm based on net profit and 

the Sharp ratio of the " swarm-sourced" alpha signals.

SINGLE PRODUCT 

SWARM SOURCED 

ALPHA CASE STUDY

Figure 4  is  the short only 6E (Euro FX futures) swarm using the Sharpe ratio as a 

selection and ranking criteria on the swarm members .

 

 

figure 5

figure 4

figure 6

Figure 5  is  the short only 6E (Euro FX 

futures) Alpha Index using the Sharpe 

ratio as a selection and ranking criteria 

on the swarm members . Figure 6 is the 

short Alpha Index using the net profit 

based selection criteria.
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There is a strong case to be made that swarm based alpha strategies have the potential 

to institutionalize the concept of Hedge Fund Beta and drive the wider adopting of this 

alternative asset class to a much wider investor audience. In the near future, exchange 

traded products based on this innovative approach to strategy research and 

development could attract a large part of the $3 trillion in Hedge Funds globally while 

increasing the pool of investors for alternative investment strategies due to the 

advantages of transparency, reduced single manager risk and the lower overall cost of 

accessing swarm based strategies compared to the traditional direct investment or 

fund of funds approach.

SINGLE PRODUCT 

SWARM SOURCED 

ALPHA CASE STUDY
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Framing the Problem and the Solution

 

Problem : How to cost effectively produce the risk and return profile of active trading 

strategies employed by hedge funds, package them into a liquid, exchange traded 

product and capitalize on the move towards lower cost, transparent access to the 

broad alternative strategies asset class.

 

Solution/Competitive Advantage : TMQR Swarm Intelligence Indexes take lessons from 

Big Data and AI to provide adaptive, active trading Indexes that improve on the 

structure, strategy and delivery cost of hedge funds through the emergent intelligence 

found in swarms of simulated managers or traders.

 

 

 

 

CAPTURING HEDGE FUND 

ASSETS WITH SWARM 

INTELLIGENCE

Winning assets for exchange traded alternatives

 

ETFs have been capturing assets from conventional managers. ETF 

assets are expected to grow*** at 15-20% over the next few years. 

Hedge Fund Proxies in the ETF space use "hedge fund replication". 

Hedge fund replication has some short comings.

 

Swarm Intelligence offers fund sponsors and innovative exchanges a way 

to capitalize on the trend towards Big Data and A.I. driven investing.

 

Swarm Intelligence based products capture hedge fund returns without 

the shortcomings of hedge fund replication.

 

Early adopters will be well positioned to exploit the move away from under-

performing, high priced managers in the hedge fund space reflecting the 

current growth of exchange traded products. 

*   source : statistica.com

**  source :etf.com

*** source : ey.com
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Swarm intelligence is the discipline that deals with natural and artificial systems composed of many individuals that coordinate using decentralized control and self-

organization. In particular, the discipline focuses on the collective behaviors that result from the local interactions of the individuals with each other and with their 

environment. Examples of systems studied by swarm intelligence are colonies of ants and termites, schools of fish, flocks of birds, herds of land animals. Some human artifacts 

also fall into the domain of swarm intelligence, notably some multi-robot systems, and also certain computer programs that are written to tackle optimization and data 

analysis problems.

(source: http://www.scholarpedia.org)

 

Hedge fund replication is the collective name given to a number of different methods that attempt to replicate hedge fund returns. Replication has been claimed to remove 

the illiquidity, transparency and fraud risk associated with direct investment in hedge funds. (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hedge_fund_replication)

 

Artificial intelligence (AI), sometimes called machine intelligence, is intelligence demonstrated by machines, in contrast to the natural intelligence displayed by humans and 

other animals. In computer science, AI research is defined as the study of "intelligent agents": any device that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its 

chance of successfully achieving its goals. Colloquially, the term "artificial intelligence" is applied when a machine mimics "cognitive" functions that humans associate with 

other human minds, such as "learning" and "problem-solving".

(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence)

 

Machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence that uses statistical techniques to give computer systems the ability to "learn" (e.g., progressively improve performance on a 

specific task) from data, without being explicitly programmed. (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning)

 

Supervised learning is the machine learning task of learning a function that maps an input to an output based on example input-output pairs. It infers a function 

from labeled training data consisting of a set of training examples.  In supervised learning, each example is a pair consisting of an input object (typically a vector) and the 

desired output value (also called the supervisory signal). A supervised learning algorithm analyzes the training data and produces an inferred function, which can be used for 

mapping new examples. An optimal scenario will allow for the algorithm to correctly determine the class labels for unseen instances. This requires the learning algorithm to 

generalize from the training data to unseen situations in a "reasonable" way .

 

The parallel task in human and animal psychology is often referred to as concept learning. (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning)

 

 

Unsupervised learning is a branch of machine learning that learns from test data that has not been labeled, classified or categorized. Instead of responding to feedback, 

unsupervised learning identifies commonalities in the data and reacts based on the presence or absence of such commonalities in each new piece of data. Alternatives 

include supervised learning and reinforcement learning. (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning)

 

Big data is a term used to refer to the study and applications of data sets that are too complex for traditional data-processing application software to adequately deal with. 

Big data challenges include capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, sharing, transfer, visualization, querying, updating, information privacy and data source.  

(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_data)

GLOSSARY


